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building basics Wire-Wrapped and Soldered Cable Fittings

call for on my Pietenpol Air Camper. I started researching the techniques ... This worked well to capture and center the cable and thimble in the jaws. As seen. 
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building basics Wire-Wrapped and Soldered Cable Fittings Here’s how MIKE CUSHWAY, EA A 581898



A



t fly-ins, how many times have you seen aircraft with genuine wire-wrapped cable treatments and thought about how vintage appropriate they were? You may have said, “I wish I could do that.” But then you shied away because you heard that it involves a lot of work. I did, too, until recently. But I wanted those wrapped and soldered cables the plans call for on my Pietenpol Air Camper. I started researching the techniques and found that information was scarce, even on the Internet. Knowing that Andrew King, a noted antiquer, was a pro at these fittings, I contacted him and



got some great pointers. I could see that if I wanted to be successful at this, I had to jump in. Remembering back to my gunsmithing days, I recalled an excellent solder/flux combo that Brownells sells (www. Brownells.com): Hi-Force 44 and #4 Comet flux. I bought a pound of solder and a bottle of flux. At about $50, it’s not inexpensive, but it’s the best stuff out there. It’s a 96 percent tin/4 percent silver matrix that flows at 475°F and is rated at 28,000 psi tensile strength. From the local hardware store, I bought some 22-gauge (1/32-inch) galvanized steel wire that comes in small 100-foot rolls for a few bucks.
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building basics 2



Starting the Wrap Not having a cable vise, I made one from a small set of model 6SP vise grips with the swiveling pads. I drove out the rivets to remove the pads and then ground the ends to match the angle of a thimble. Using the existing holes, I put in a short AN-3 bolt with washers on each side of the jaws. This worked well to capture and center the cable and thimble in the jaws. As seen in the pictures, I made a small wooden block that fits the inside profile of the jaws. This acts as a backup to prevent the thimble from moving back when clamping. Cut it long and sand it down until the thimble protrudes a little out the front side of the jaws when securely clamped with the cable in place. I tried wrapping using just the cable vise but had trouble starting the wrap with the loose ends of the cable being so flexible. I took another set of the miniature vise grips, ground out the serrations, and ground in two small recesses to capture and clamp the short end of the cable to the long. I clamp these on about 3/4 inch out from the thimble end. This makes for a rigid assembly and a much easier start to the wrapping process. Having only some 1917 pictures that I found on the Internet and Andrew’s advice to guide me, I experimented with the process. I read a couple of excerpts from newer articles saying how dangerous these soldered fittings can be. This raised my engineering hackles a bit. I needed
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reassurance that I would be making fittings that are safe to fly with. Not even coming close to making good-looking soldered fittings, I made up several 1-foot assemblies of galvanized 1/16-, 3/32-, and 1/8-inch cable to pull test. Having access to calibrated tensile pull equipment made this phase more fun. As a baseline, I made matching assemblies with the standard “nico” process. I pulled and documented all failures. I was somewhat shocked, and pleased, that every one of my amateur-looking assemblies failed at the cable, not the wire-wrapped and soldered fitting… and, as an unexpected bonus, at or above the rated cable strength. At this point the battle was won and it was a matter of technique and practice to make some fittings that I would be proud to put on my Air Camper. I can’t retrieve it at this time, but somewhere I saw specs for these wrappings. Important to the design of the wrap is a “window” or single 360-degree wrap that spans 3/16 to 1/4 inch every 1/2 to 5/8 inch (twice) during the wrap. This window allows the inspection of the fitting for slippage or impending failure. Seeing the solder “cracked” in this area is an indicator of slippage.
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Let’s Make Some Fittings Here are some basics that are relevant to cables. First, use a cold chisel and an anvil (any heavy soft-steel block will work) to cut the cables. The chisel should be sharpened to a fairly blunt angle (maybe 60 degrees) but have a sharp edge. Using the cold chisel is fast and clean. Make your initial cut several inches longer than anticipated. You will want to make all final cuts to length on an angle (we will talk more about this later). I use the angle of the cable twist itself and just lay the chisel on the cable, letting the twist set the angle for me. One smart smack with
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building basics the hammer results in a clean, tapered cut. Don’t make it any more complicated by thinking you need fancy or expensive cable-cutting tools. Aside from a small bench vise and the cable vise shown in other pictures, my tools are shown in photo 1. For the soft galvanized steel wire, I start with a length of approximately 4 feet for a 3/32-inch wrap (approximately 3 feet for a 1/16-inch cable, and about 5 feet for an 1/8inch wrap). We will work with the 3/32-inch cable in this session. The first end is the easy one as far as length goes. Mark the cable 2-1/4 inches from the tapered end, and fit it to the thimble and then cable vise as shown in photo 2. As depicted, the loose end should be sticking out 2-1/4 inches from the thimble. Practice with several blank AN-100 thimble ends until you get the hang of this.



As a baseline, I made matching assemblies with the standard “nico” process. I pulled and documented all failures. When you feel confident, you can start adding cable eye ends, shackles, or whatever your cable assembly requires. Make sure your cable is tight to the thimble when clamping in the vise. The cable vise will tend to snug it up as you clamp. Now clamp the cable vise in your bench-top vise as a third hand. This greatly simplifies the process. Try clamping both right-hand and left-hand, as one will feel more natural as you wrap. At this point I clamp the small modified vise grips to the cable about 3/4 inch out from the end of the thimble; see photo 3. Start wrapping wire as tightly as you can in the gap between the two pliers. I start at the



left and wrap toward the thimble using a set of needlenose pliers (with serrations that have been ground off and all sharp edges ground to prevent nicking the wire) to pull each wrap as tightly as possible. Remove the vise grips and continue wrapping the long end of the wire until you have a wrap approximately 1/2 to 5/8 inch long. At any time during the wrapping process, I may use a dulled (no sharp edges) flat screwdriver to push and work the wire wrappings tightly to each other and to the thimble. The goal is no gaps between the individual wires, with the exception of the inspection “windows.” Photo 4 shows the first section complete and my hightech finger savers. I wrap several layers of tape around the areas of the fingers used to pull the wire tight. You will know why the day after your first couple of wraps. At this point we need to make a gap of about 3/16 to 1/4 inch as the inspection window previously described; see photo 5. Continue making the second section of the wrap, another inspection gap, and then the final wrap and whip. It will now become apparent why the cable was cut at a taper. Continue wrapping right out to the end of the cable. It will taper nicely down the transition (your angled cut) to the single cable. I finish with five or six wraps around the single cable. Use diagonal cutting pliers to cut the wire close to the cable, and use the needle-nosed pliers to crimp the end down firmly onto the cable. The entire time I am wrapping I am using the needle-nosed pliers to hold the area previously wrapped so that spiraling in the direction of wrap is reduced and to provide more support for a good, tight wrap. Remove your assembly from the cable vise and admire it. I usually crimp the thimble tangs flat to the cable as well, to make a betterlooking end product. It’s a whole lot easier than it sounds. Photo 6 shows the desired result.
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As you begin to make assemblies, you will need to hit lengths fairly close. With practice you can easily make pin-to-pin lengths within 1/8 to 1/4 inch, well within turnbuckle tolerance. I find an easy way to help “hit the numbers” is to mark your pin-to-pin length on a 2 x 4, wrap one end with a shackle, and then drive a 16D nail down through the pin hole of the shackle into the 2 x 4. Adjust your free end to fit the second mark on the 2 x 4 that is appropriate for the cable end you will be using, and while pinching the cable around the thimble with your fingers, mark it at the thimble with a felt marker. Remove the assembly, make another mark 2-1/4 inches from the first, cut the cable (on an angle), load the AN-100 thimble and your end fitting (lining the thimble up with the first mark), and finish wrapping the second end.



Time to Solder Phase two of this exercise is the soldering of the wrapped fitting. When I started soldering some 30 years ago, I had more on the floor than on the intended target. Through determination I finally started to get the hang of it. The number one key to soldering is metal pretreatment (i.e., cleanliness). Next is using the heat of the metal, not the flame or iron, to melt the solder. I have found that a simple propane



torch on a very low setting (no hiss or noise at all) does an excellent job on these fittings. Start by dipping each wirewrapped fitting into a jar of lacquer thinner. Submerge the fitting and several inches of cable into the thinner for half a minute or so. Remove the fitting and air dry, heading directly to the soldering station (bench vise far from your thinner jar, please). Solder right away, as aircraft cables are internally lubed and if left for any length of time the lube will wick back into the cleaned area. I usually lightly clamp the loose end of the cable a couple of inches from the wire wrap in the vise so the thimble is horizontal (you are looking straight down through the thimble opening). I find that with the thimble horizontal, I have much better control over solder flow around the thimble and less tendency for gravity to form globs on the bottom of the loop. The Hi-Force 44 solder comes with excellent instructions; it pays to read them. I recommend this particular solder for its quality and user-friendliness. Adjust your torch flame and start preheating the entire fitting. Let experience govern you. I find that about 10 to 12 seconds is sufficient to heat the fitting. Don’t worry if there is a little residual lacquer thinner in the wrap. It will softly ignite and burn off.
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building basics After heating, apply flux using the dripper-type cap supplied with the Comet #4 flux. Flux the entire fitting starting at the whipped end and working toward the thimble. The fumes are sharp, so avoid breathing them in. It does not take a lot of flux to do the job, fewer than eight to 10 drops for the whole fitting. After fluxing, gently reheat the entire fitting again. Start with another 10 seconds or so. At this point I will reiterate that you want to melt the solder with the heat from the fitting, not the flame. Starting at the whipped end, alternately heat the wire, remove flame, and touch the solder to the fitting. As soon as you begin melting the solder, play the flame an inch or so ahead of the solder and let the fitting wick up as much solder as it will take. The key is to saturate the wire and cable with solder. Too much and it will “gravity glob” at the bottom side. If this happens, use the flame to draw the glob toward the unsoldered area. Keep pulling the solder into the wire, using the



flame directed ahead in the direction of travel. The inspection gaps are a good visual indicator for gauging how the solder is saturating through the wire wraps. I have gotten into the habit of refluxing the thimble at this point and then finishing the soldering around the entire thimble. If you keep the flux limited to the cable and trough of the thimble, that’s the only area where the solder will flow and adhere.



Next is using the heat of the metal, not the flame or iron, to melt the solder. With practice, you will see how easy it is to command the solder and make it flow where you want by using the heat of the fitting. You can go back and reheat problem globs to make them behave; just draw them in the direction you want with heat to that side. While the fitting is still up to temp and just solidified, I quickly wipe it with a clean dishrag to “pretty up” the assembly. Allow the soldered fitting to air cool. A nice property of the Comet flux is hot-water cleanup. I finish the joint by dipping it in hot soapy water and scrubbing it with a soft brass “toothbrush” purchased at any hardware store. You can re-lube the cable adjacent to the fitting ends by submerging the warm end in any good chainand-cable lube. Let it soak and then remove any excess by wiping with a clean rag. A good “preload” test load for your cables is 50 percent of rated load. This can be accomplished several ways. One easy homebrewed method is to set up a 10-to-1 lever. You can use a 6-foot section of pipe set up with an immovable anchor (to ground) at one end, the fulcrum (eyebolt) 6 inches from the anchor end, and a mark on the pipe at 60 inches from the pipe end (to the ground) and suspended cable by appropriate means. Through the 10X fulcrum, you need to apply 46 pounds at the 60-inch mark on the pipe. A simple way of achieving this is to stand on your bathroom scale and push/pull down on the pipe until you weigh approximately 50 pounds less. With determination and practice you will be making fittings that are strong, historically correct, and aesthetically pleasing. Now it’s time to sit back and admire your work. Congratulate yourself at having conquered yet another of the multitude of skills required in building, restoring, and maintaining that vintage airplane of your dreams.



Mike Cushway is a Senior Manufacturing Enigneer for Trek Bicycle Corp. in Wisconsin. He is building a 1932 Ford powered Pietenpol Air Camper and restoring a 1938 TaylorYoung “BF” once owned by Col. Roscoe Turner. Mike can be reached at [email protected]. 88
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building basics Wire-Wrapped and Soldered Cable Fittings 

This makes for a rigid assembly and a much easier start ... eye ends, shackles, or whatever your cable assembly requires. .... the flame or iron, to melt the solder.
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Building Basics: Corralling Cable 

Affordable! More features, less cost. Just add a GPS/COM & transponder ... Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. Fax 359-2618. SI-FOLD. DOORS! 507-426-8273.
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Building Basics: Cable Corral 

BUILDERS USE MANY FASTENers to connect the parts and pieces of their airplanes, and one of the handiest is the ubiquitous nylon tie wrap (or cable tie/strap) ...
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Building Basics: Routing & Rigging Cable 

from 10 to 150 pounds, and moving the control against ... its source, and tracing cable to a QPL manufacturer satisfies the requirement that it meets the military ...
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Building Basics: Pitch and Power 

building a kit airplane, the designer has worked with a prop manufac- turer to develop a choice of â€œopti- mumâ€� props. If that's the case, you simply have to pick a ...
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Building Basics: Electrical System Basics 

an electrical system is relatively complex, this how-to guide tackles the electrical foundation of ... tube and stall detection vane, and then ... feature dual alternators, dual voltage regulators ... George Wilhelmsen holds a commercial certificate 
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Building Basics: Roundabouts 

it's important to use the right wash- er for each job. A typical ... A field guide to aircraft washers. Greg Laslo ... even Friday-night dirt-track car-rac- ing guys use AN ...
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Building Basics: Spark Plugs 

to more than $50, and eight to 12 plugs per engine, spark plugs become ... the surface areas in the combustion chamber exceed a critical limit or if the spark plug ...
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Building Basics: Riveting Techniques 

As with all other facets of riveting, practice using this tool on scrap that is identical to the material you ulti- mately want to work on. It takes practiceâ€”and patience.
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Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 

ist in nature as a free metal, but aluminum oxide, the raw material needed to produce .... Weight & Balance. â€¢ Inspection & Testing. NON EAA MEMBERS $389.
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Building Basics: Making Holes 

holes in wood or building materials. ... ing holes or drill larger holes in two .... Black. 3/16. Brass from drilling into an underlying structure that doesn't need a hole.
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Building Basics: Fatigue 

HTP lets you get precise, professional results on any critical aircraft weld. America Inc. EAA03. HTP is your source for Migs, TIGs, Auto-Darkening. Helmets and ...
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Building Basics: The ELT-Past and Future 

The problem with the 121.5 frequency and the legacy. ELTs that provide signals to it comes down to one issue: reliability. There are problems with false alarms, ...
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Building Basics: Stress Risers 

STRUCTURAL FAILURES OF AIR- craft components are always severe and often costly both in material and life. The most common component failure is a.
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Building Basics: Wire Size 

Home Depot recently for about $35 in the aisle that has the material for installing computer and cable TV coaxial cable. With this crimping tool you can also buy a ...
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Building Basics: Tube Talk 

"Big deal," you might say. "What makes it so versatile, and why are steel tube fuselages made of the stuff?" We don't need to know about how steel is pro-.
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building basics Fasten-ating 

Tension pulls on the bolt; shear forces try ... yet in a double-shear situation, where it is supported in ... the tensile strength (measured in pounds per square inch,.
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

Mark the rivet hole locations on a piece of masking tape and trim it to a butt fit. Then wrap it around the end of the tube, which has been cut with a tubing cutter to ...
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

then mount the plugs in each end with six high-strength blind rivets spaced evenly around the circumfer- ence of the tube. Here's potential trouble. It's tough.
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Building Basics: Lecture Circuits 

course along the wiring diagram to ensure every connection is ... Katie, bar the door. The system that causes the ... bell-shaped object. The former is an in-line ...
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Building Basics: Composites 

structural sand- wich. For exam- .... full benefit of its adhesive propertiesâ€”without adding unnecessary ... Cut and sand composite materials with care because ...
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Building Basics: Safety Dance 

that it can't fall off the plane in flight. Several different methods are used to secure aircraft hardware: safety wire, cotter pins, self-locking nuts, and lock washers.
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Building Basics: Aircraft Fabric 

TAPE IS CUT. â€” -/ON 45"ANGLE ... FINISHING TAPE CUT. EL 10 SELVASE EPGE .... Finishing Tapeâ€”A strip of fabric cut normally with a pinked (serrated) ...
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Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 

RESISTANT SANDWICH. A VERY THIN COATING OF CORROSION. RESISTANT .... money can buy. It doesn't cost any more than old-fashioned methods and it ...
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